PRL will read and discuss Gabriele Schwab’s *Haunting Legacies: Violent Histories and Transgenerational Trauma* (*Columbia University Press*, 2010). The book is available for immediate purchase at the ASU bookstore (West campus) or in Kindle edition. Schwab’s new work has six chapters - one per each scheduled salon.

- Gabriele Schwab - Chancellor's Professor, Comparative Literature, School of Humanities. UC, Irvine. She is also a Faculty Associate in the Department of Anthropology, a core faculty in the Program in Theory and Culture, and an Associate Faculty in Women's Studies.

In addition to *Haunting Legacies*, she is author of:

- Entgrenzungen und Entgrenzungsmythen (Stuttgart: F. Steiner Verlag Wiesbaden, 1987).
- As well as essays on critical theory, literary theory, cultural studies, psychoanalysis and trauma theory, 19th and 20th century literatures in English (including Native American and African American), French, German, Italian, Japanese and Spanish.

These PRL salons are held in anticipation of the ASU Research Symposium - Memory & Countermemory: Monuments, Museums, Memorialization of an Open Future - Nov. 6-8, 2011.